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Overview 
 
Today’s IT departments face a multitude of challenges and impending changes.  Some of 
these involve: 
 

- New multi-core processor offerings 
- Emerging processor virtualization technologies 
- New storage virtualization technologies 
- Continually morphing security threats 
- Open source programming offerings 
- Utility (Grid) computing 
- Increasing power and energy costs 
- External Corporate Social Responsibility Expectations 

 
This series provides a brief overview of many IT considerations for these transitions that 
IT professionals may find useful in inevitable senior management discussions. 
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Birth of the Microprocessor 
 
On Nov. 15, 1971, Intel ® Corp. announced a new integrated circuit, the Intel 4004 – now 
generally considered the world’s first general purpose microprocessor.  The significance 
of this announcement was widely overlooked at the time since, in part, it was largely 
regarded as a natural consequence of Moore’s Law, the then-annual doubling of 
integrated circuit transistors.  Microprocessors were certainly going to happen someday, 
just when, no one seemed to know. 
 
One brilliance of the Intel 4004 was that Intel engineer Ted Hoff sensed that the time had 
finally arrived when such a device was probably feasible, but just barely as it turned out.  
Intel then hired semiconductor legend Federico Faggin to design and produce the circuits.  
Working nearly alone under considerable duress, how Faggin designed and shoehorned 
the needed circuitry into the 4004 is wonderfully documented at www.intel4004.com. 
 
It’s fair to observe that many Intel executives harbored substantial reservations about the 
4004.  Microprocessors required unprecedented architectural and design skills, technical 
customer support, debugging tools, and documentation vs. simple DRAM memory chips, 
Intel’s staple product at the time.  
 
In contrast, Faggin had magnificently architected, designed, and created an authentic 
system vs. a single, simple component. The 4004 clearly contravened Intel’s product line 
status quo.  Intel subsequently delayed filing a patent on the device though things 
substantially changed 14 years later when Intel exited its memory business for 
microprocessors.  Indeed, Andy Grove, former Intel President and CEO would later 
observe how Intel had once considered processors a “sideshow.”   
 

First Microprocessor Performance Limitations 
 
One of the great microprocessor industry ironies is that the Intel 4004’s processing 
performance was significantly hobbled from its inception.  This was a consequence of 
Faggin being forced to use an inexpensive, then-standard 16-pin package to house his 
design.   
 
Thus, though the Intel 4004 had a 740 KHz Maximum clock speed and required a 
minimum of eight cycles per instruction, packaging pin count considerations forced it to 
use a single 4-bit bus to transfer 12-bit addresses; 41 8-bit and five 16-bit instructions; 
and 4-bit data words to and from its 16 4-bit registers.   
 
Consequently, the 4004’s meager 4-bit bus pins required continuous, heavy multiplexing 
in normal operation.  Hence, rather than request and acknowledge, say, a single 12-bit  
transfer, the 4004 would request and acknowledge the first 4-bits, request and 
acknowledge the second 4-bits, request and acknowledge the third 4-bits.  Ten years later, 
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IBM’s first Intel 8088-based PC exhibited an analogous performance compromise.  With 
16-bit registers and an 8-bit data bus, the 8088 processor multiplexed 16-bit memory 
operations with attendant performance sacrifices. 
 
In retrospect, simply permitting Faggin to optimally package the 4004 would have nearly 
tripled the 4004’s performance with small additional cost.  Thus, the quest to improve 
microprocessor performance ironically began on day one with the first microprocessor 
product’s introduction.  It continues to this day, though solutions are now substantially 
more elusive.  
 

Increasing Microprocessor Performance 
 
As time progressed, Moore’s Law effects exponentially increased microprocessor 
transistor budgets.  And, as microprocessor architectures evolved to exploit new potential 
applications, designers used several increasingly-sophisticated techniques to improve 
performance.  Here’s a just few examples of architectural efficiency improvements:  
 

• Improved Instruction Execution Efficiency – Microprocessors 
can now complete instructions in fewer clock cycles, often in as 
little as one cycle vs. the 4004’s minimum eight cycles. 

 
• Increased Register Widths – Now, data center microprocessors 

often have 64-bit register widths versus the 4004’s 4-bit widths. 
 

• Special hardware – Microprocessors gained multi-level caching, 
Direct Memory Access (DMA), and floating point calculation 
circuits that dramatically accelerate various operations. 

 
• Higher Performance Memory Transfer Paths – Parallel data 

transfer paths gradually increased from the 4004’s 4-bit path to 64-
bit parallel data paths.  However, using 8B/10B encoded 
transmission techniques, today’s transfer data transfer widths can 
be a counterintuitive, 1-bit wide and give even higher performance. 

 
• Bottleneck Elimination – Some processors now connect directly 

to DRAM memories, significantly reducing memory access 
latencies. 

 
However, the most dramatic microprocessor performance increases were usually a 
natural consequence of improved circuit manufacturing lithography technologies.  
Smaller circuit components (e.g. transistors and capacitors) can naturally operate at 
higher clock frequencies.  While the 4004 could operate at 704 KHz, today’s processors 
operate thousands of times faster.  That’s the good news. 
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Clock Frequency Consequences 
 
The other news is that higher operating frequencies, combined with exponentially 
increasing transistor budgets, require exponentially increasing amounts of power and 
produce exponentially increasing amounts of heat that require exponentially increasing 
cooling that requires exponentially increasing power to provide.   
 
That said, left unchecked, a 1 percent clock speed increase would eventually require, say, 
100 times the power and produce 100 times the heat.  This might well be considered a 
law of diminishing returns felony.  
 
Indeed, as Intel executive Patrick Gelsinger observed in his Intel Developer Forum, 
Spring 2004 keynote speech found at 
http://www.intel.com/pressroom/archive/speeches/gelsinger20040219.htm: 

…the speed improvements have been more dominated by frequency than 
they have by architectural improvements. And the resulting performance is 
the speed frequency plus the architectural efficiency. 

But the question today is not what we've done in the past but what does 
this graph look like into the future? And as we look to the future of 
Moore's Law scaling, we see a different picture. We see that there are 
some great challenges on the horizon for this trend to continue. 

Can we continue to push the frequency curb? And unfortunately, and as 
we've seen, there's friendly exponentials. There's also unfriendly 
exponentials, like power. And this is a graph that I presented in an ISSCC 
presentation a couple years ago where you see literally the power density 
on the chip that we have if we let it continue unabated. It's a hot plate, it's 
a rocket nozzle, a nuclear reactor, and eventually the surface of the sun. 
That's not going to happen, right? It might iron your slacks but it might 
not be useful for a lot of other things. 

Hence, the increasing clock speed party needed to come to a close or microprocessor 
systems would necessarily generate unaffordable power and cooling costs. 

Parallelism Ascendancy 
 
With obvious architectural efficiency improvements already exploited and clock speeds 
permanently restricted to less than 4 GHz, processing systems needed a new approach to 
improve performance.  One approach is to reduce clocking speeds and increase 
parallelism.  With the effects of Moore’s Law, the easy approach is to use multiple 
processors.  When located on the same chip, such processors are called cores. 
 
Parallel computing has existed for decades in many different products and forms.  
Conceptually, parallel computing comprises multiple independent processors 
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independently operating within a single system.  In some instances, the processors 
perform uncoordinated, independent activities.  In many others, the activities are 
collectively coordinated within very careful constraints. 
 
Specifically, multiprocessor activities must never interact in ways that potentially corrupt 
data integrity.  A frequent example is a bank patron that simultaneously deposits and 
withdraws money from the same account.  If two processors each handle one of the 
activities (one the deposit and the other the withdrawal), the processors are in a race 
condition and, improperly uncoordinated, one processor’s withdrawal might easily 
overwrite the other deposit, leaving a corrupted bank balance value and a soon-to-be 
noticeably excited patron. 
 
In single-processor systems, different processing threads might handle the two activities 
and be in a similar race condition.  However, preventing data integrity corruption might 
well be achieved by having the single processor first disable interrupts, fetch the existing 
balance value, update it, and write it back to a memory database table, and re-enable 
interrupts.   
 
Because thread dispatching often occurs as a consequence of interrupt activity, disabling 
interrupts would naturally prevent another other thread from gaining processor control 
and simultaneously attempt to fetch and update the balance value before the first thread 
finishes updating the value.  Thus, with single processor systems, disabling interrupts can 
often provide an effective way to preserve data integrity. 
 
However, with multiprocessor systems, disabling interrupts is completely ineffective in 
preventing such collisions – there is always a chance that another processor is racing to 
access a data value in such a way that data corruption results.  Here, it is necessary to use 
more complex software programming locking techniques that lock out other processors 
from programming routines that manipulate data until one processor is finished with 
sensitive activities.  These routines are called critical sections.  
 

Multiprocessor Programming Complexity 
 
The rub is that such multiprocessor programming techniques require increased 
sophistication and a programming vigilance that many PC application programmers are 
presently inexperienced with.  Thus, a substantial learning curve may be involved in 
learning how to write industrial-strength multiprocessor applications.  To this end, Intel 
has developed its Intel® Threading Tools, Intel® Thread Checker, and Intel® Thread 
Profiler offerings. 
 
However, some applications are inherently impossible to accelerate using 
multiprocessing.  This means that single-thread compute-bound programs can actually 
lose performance in multi-core systems, though the overall system performance is higher 
when there is more than one thing to do. An excellent example is decompressing an 
image that comes out of most digital cameras.   
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Here, the original image pixels are compressed by transforming  8-pixel by 8-pixel pixel 
blocks using a Discreet Cosine Transform (DCT) and then compressing the collective 
DCT values using a Run Length Encoding (RLE) compression operation.   
 
These two operations provide no method for one processor to begin decompressing the  
image at the beginning while another begins decompressing in the middle of the image.  
This is because there is no way to know where the middle of the image is in the 
compressed bit stream. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Multi-core microprocessors promise substantially improved system performance with 
commensurately reduced power and cooling requirements.  However, multiprocessor 
programming can prove a daunting activity and involve a learning curve.  Some 
applications inherently cannot exploit multiprocessing facilities and many applications 
are extremely difficult to partition into parallel processing architectures.  Small wonder 
that attempts to parallelize existing applications have sometimes been referred to as 
paralyzing the applications. 
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